The Face-Processing Network Is Resilient to Focal Resection of Human Visual Cortex
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Human face perception requires a network of brain regions distributed throughout the occipital and temporal lobes with a right hemisphere advantage. Present theories consider this network as either a processing hierarchy beginning with the inferior occipital gyrus (occipital face area; IOG-faces/OFA) or a multiple-route network with nonhierarchical components. The former predicts that removing IOG-faces/OFA will detrimentally affect downstream stages, whereas the latter does not. We tested this prediction in a human patient (Patient S.P.) requiring removal of the right inferior occipital cortex, including IOG-faces/OFA. We acquired multiple fMRI measurements in Patient S.P. before and after a preplanned surgery and multiple measurements in typical controls, enabling both within-subject/across-session comparisons (Patient S.P. before resection vs Patient S.P. after resection) and between-subject/across-session comparisons (Patient S.P. vs controls). We found that the spatial topology and selectivity of downstream ipsilateral face-selective regions were stable 1 and 8 month(s) after surgery. Additionally, the reliability of distributed patterns of face selectivity in Patient S.P. before versus after resection was not different from across-session reliability in controls. Nevertheless, postoperatively, representations of visual space were typical in dorsal face-selective regions but atypical in ventral face-selective regions and V1 of the resected hemisphere. Diffusion weighted imaging in Patient S.P. and controls identifies white matter tracts connecting retinotopic areas to downstream face-selective regions, which may contribute to the stable and plastic features of the face network in Patient S.P. after surgery. Together, our results support a multiple-route network of face processing with nonhierarchical components and shed light on stable and plastic features of high-level visual cortex following focal brain damage.
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Significance Statement

Brain networks consist of interconnected functional regions commonly organized in processing hierarchies. Prevailing theories predict that damage to the input of the hierarchy will detrimentally affect later stages. We tested this prediction with multiple brain measurements in a rare human patient requiring surgical removal of the putative input to a network processing faces. Surprisingly, the spatial topology and selectivity of downstream face-selective regions are stable after surgery. Nevertheless, representations of visual space were typical in dorsal face-selective regions but atypical in ventral face-selective regions and V1. White matter connections from outside the face network may support these stable and plastic features. As processing hierarchies are ubiquitous in biological and nonbiological systems, our results have pervasive implications for understanding the construction of resilient networks.

Introduction

Visual recognition requires a series of processing stages along the ventral visual pathway of the human brain ascending from primary visual cortex to occipitotemporal cortex (Ungerleider and Mishkin, 1982; Felleman and Van Essen, 1991; Kravitz et al., 2013). Understanding the structural-functional organization of this pathway is a major neuroscientific goal. Human face perception is of unique interest to achieve this goal because faces are the most socially meaningful stimuli in our environment; and as such, face perception recruits a series of cortical regions responding more strongly to faces than nonfaces extending from lateral occipital cortex to ventral aspects of the temporal lobe, with a
right hemisphere dominance (Sergent et al., 1992; Puce et al., 1995; Haxby et al., 2000; Fox et al., 2008; Rossion, 2008; Pitcher et al., 2011a; Zhen et al., 2013; Duchaine and Yovel, 2015). A subset of these regions composes the “core” face network (Haxby et al., 2000): the inferior occipital gyrus/occipital face area (IOG-faces/OFA) (Gauthier et al., 2000; Weiner and Grill-Spector, 2010), the fusiform gyrus (FG)/fusiform face area (FFA) (Kanwisher et al., 1997), which can be divided into separate regions on the posterior and mid-fusiform gyrus (Pinsk et al., 2009; Weiner and Grill-Spector, 2010), and regions along the superior temporal sulcus (STS) (Puce et al., 1998; Pinsk et al., 2009; Pitcher et al., 2011b). The prevailing neurofunctional model of face perception (Haxby et al., 2000; Fairhall and Ishai, 2007) proposes that this “core” face network is organized hierarchically, which suggests that neural computations in regions of the face network follow and depend on computations performed by what is considered the input of the entire network: IOG-faces/OFA.

However, the hierarchical model of the face network has been questioned by studies showing face-selective responses within the FG and STS, even in the absence of face-selective responses in the IOG, both in participants with unilateral or bilateral lesions to the IOG (Rossion et al., 2003; Steeves et al., 2006) and healthy participants (Rossion et al., 2011; Pitcher et al., 2014). These findings have inspired alternative nonhierarchical models of the face network (Rossion, 2008; Atkinson and Adolphs, 2011; Pitcher et al., 2011a; Duchaine and Yovel, 2015; Yang et al., 2016), suggesting that information can reach more anterior regions of the face network without the IOG. Although fMRI studies in patients with long-term brain damage provide causal support for these nonhierarchical proposals, functional measurements in these patients are conducted years after the damage has occurred, with no baseline measurement before the lesion. Consequently, a putative normative state of the functional region or network of interest before damage is assumed rather than known. Furthermore, it is impossible to know whether any reorganization has occurred during the prolonged time interval between the damage and eventual measurement. An appealing alternative to directly test hierarchical and nonhierarchical models of the face network is a functional neuroanatomical investigation of the face network before and after surgical removal of the right IOG. However, this approach is largely impossible in humans due to the rarity of fMRI studies in patients with long-term brain damage providing causal support for these nonhierarchical proposals, functional measurements in these patients are conducted years after the damage has occurred, with no baseline measurement before the lesion. Consequently, a putative normative state of the functional region or network of interest before damage is assumed rather than known. Further, it is impossible to know whether any reorganization has occurred during the prolonged time interval between the damage and eventual measurement. An appealing alternative to directly test hierarchical and nonhierarchical models of the face network is a functional neuroanatomical investigation of the face network before and after surgical removal of the right IOG. However, this approach is largely impossible in humans due to the rarity of fMRI studies in patients with long-term brain damage providing causal support for these nonhierarchical proposals, functional measurements in these patients are conducted years after the damage has occurred, with no baseline measurement before the lesion. Consequently, a putative normative state of the functional region or network of interest before damage is assumed rather than known. Further, it is impossible to know whether any reorganization has occurred during the prolonged time interval between the damage and eventual measurement.

Materials and Methods

Patient S.P.

Patient S.P. is a 36-year-old right-handed woman who had refractory epilepsy related to a right benign dysembryoplastic neuroepithelial tumor. The tumor involved the right occipital pole and extended to the infracalcarine region. Patient S.P. is a high-functioning patient: (1) before resection, she had an IQ of 98, her visual field was normal, and her scores on the Visual Object and Space Perception battery assessing basic visual functions (Warrington and James, 1991) were maximal for all 8 subtests; (2) she works as a pharmacist and has a high level of education (baccalaureat + 6 in France, totaling 18 years of studies since she was 6 years old); and (3) as far as we know, she has a typical social life, interacting with her family, colleagues, and friends.

The iEEG delineated the seizure onset zone within the tissue related to the tumor. The epileptic onset zone did not involve IOG-faces/OFA. Anatomically, surgical resection involved the tumor zone and surrounding cortex, including the IOG, posterior FG, and portions of the lateral occipitotemporal cortex (Fig. 1). Two years after the operation, the patient remains seizure-free. Written consent was obtained from Patient S.P., and the procedures were approved by the local ethical committee of the University Hospital of Nancy for clinical protocols.

fMRI data acquisition

Exclusive to our case, we acquired multiple fMRI sessions before and after resection to distinguish the effect of resection from session-to-session variability. Patient S.P. participated in five fMRI sessions (S1, S2, S3, S4, and S5) on different days. S1 and S2 were presurgical. S3, S4, and S5 were postsurgical. S1 and S2 were 30 and 4 d before surgery, respectively. S3, S4, and S5 were 30, 8 months, and 18 months after surgery, respectively. In S1, S2, S3, and S4, Patient S.P. participated in multiple runs of a block design experiment designed to measure responses to different visual categories. In S1, Patient S.P. also participated in a sta-
standard retinotopic mapping experiment, as well as an event-related experiment using images of faces, cars, and their phase-scrambled counterparts. In S5, Patient S.P. participated in an experiment during which images of faces, limbs, and houses appeared at fixation or 3° to the right or left of fixation (3 position experiment).

All functional and anatomical imaging sessions were performed on the same 3 Tesla GE scanner (Signa HDX; GE Medical Systems) at the University Hospital of Nancy (Nancy, France) using an 8-channel head coil. In S1, we acquired 38 slices at a resolution of 3.75 × 3.75 × 3.5 mm using a standard EPI sequence (FOV = 240 mm, TE = 35 ms, TR = 2000 ms, flip angle = 90°). In S2-S5, we acquired 36 slices at a resolution of 3 × 3 × 3 mm using a standard EPI sequence (FOV = 192 mm, TE = 33 ms, TR = 2000 ms, flip angle = 77°). In S2-S5, inplane anatomicals were also acquired with the same slice prescription as the functionals using a T1-weighted SPGR pulse sequence (FOV = 192 mm, TE = minimum, flip angle = 25°). In all sessions, high-resolution anatomical volumes of the whole brain were acquired using a T1-weighted SPGR pulse sequence (resolution: 1 × 1 × 1 mm), which was used to create reconstructions of the cortical surface.

fMRI experiments
Localizer, block experiment. Patient S.P. participated in 3 runs of this experiment in S1, 2 runs in S2, and 2 runs in two of the postsurgeries (S3, S4). During the fMRI scan, we viewed images of faces, limbs, places, objects, and phase-scrambled images. Exemplars appeared in variable viewing conditions and were not repeated across runs. Each run was 288 s long, consisted of randomized 12 s blocks of each condition (3 per condition), and contained 8 blank blocks. Each run began and ended with 12 s of blank. Patient S.P. performed a 1-back task as in our prior experiments (Weiner and Grill-Spector, 2010, 2011, 2013; Weiner et al., 2014).

Localizer, event-related experiment. Patient S.P. participated in 3 runs of this experiment in presurgical S1. Images of faces, cars, and phase-scrambled images were presented for 2.25 s, followed by a 7.75–11.25 s blank interval. Each run lasted 504 s, during which 11 phase-scrambled images were presented for 2.25 s, followed by a 3.75–7.75 s blank interval. Each run consisted of randomized 12 s blocks of each condition (3 per condition), and contained 8 blank blocks. Each run also began and ended with 4 s of a blank screen. Patient S.P. was instructed to fixate on a central cross and respond by button press when the fixation changed color.

Three position experiment. During S5, Patient S.P. participated in an experiment designed to measure fMRI responses to contralateral and ipsilateral stimuli. During fMRI, images of faces, houses, and limbs appeared in three positions: (1) at fixation, (2) 3° of visual angle to the left of fixation, and (3) 3° of visual angle to the right of fixation. Exemplars appeared in variable viewing conditions within 4 s blocks for 3 runs. Each run was 200 s long, consisted of randomized blocks of each condition (4 per condition), and contained 12 blank blocks. Each run also began and ended with 4 s of a blank screen. Patient S.P. was instructed to fixate on a central cross and respond by button press when the fixation changed color.

fMRI data analysis
Data were analyzed with MATLAB (The MathWorks) using the mVista toolbox (http://white.stanford.edu/software). Presurgical and postsurgical T1 scans were aligned to the AC-PC plane. Automated (Dale et al., 1999) (FreeSurfer: http://surfer.nmr.mgh.harvard.edu) and manual (ITK-SNAP: http://www.iktsnap.org/pmwiki/pmwiki.php) segmentation tools were used to segment gray and white matter, from which we reconstructed the cortical surface (Wandell et al., 2000). For visualization, data were projected to the presurgical anatomy after aligning presurgical and postsurgical volumes and determining resection boundaries from postsurgical scans (Fig. 1). Functional data of each session were motion corrected and temporally high-pass filtered with 1/20 Hz cutoff and converted to percentage signal change. Response amplitudes were estimated using a GLM applied to the time-series of each voxel using as predictors the experimental conditions convolved with the hemodynamic impulse response function used in SPM. Data were not spatially smoothed. A GLM was also used to generate t maps of selectivity showing significantly higher responses to one condition versus others.

Definition of face-selective regions of interest (ROIs). Four face-selective clusters were defined in the right hemisphere of Patient S.P. from the localizer experiment from 1 run in S1 with a contrast of faces > limbs, places, and objects (t > 3, voxel level) as in our prior studies (Weiner and Grill-Spector, 2010, 2013): (1) posterior fusiform (pFus)-faces/FFA-1, (2) IOG-faces/OFAs, (3) posterior superior temporal sulcus (pSTS)-faces, and (4) mid superior temporal sulcus (mSTS)-faces. In the left hemisphere, we were able to identify mFus-faces/FFA-2, pFus/faces/FFA-3, and pSTS-faces in all sessions, but not the left IOG-faces/OFAs in any session. We compared the localization of these activations before and after resection. Data from right hemisphere are presented in Figures 3–5, and data from the left hemisphere in Figures 6 and 7.

We were able to identify two additional regions in the right hemisphere in a subset of the sessions. Specifically, we were able to identify mFus-faces/FFA-2 (Weiner and Grill-Spector, 2010) only in one of the pre-resection sessions (Fig. 4). To test whether this was a measurability problem due to the ear canal artifact, we measured the time course signal-to-noise ratio (tSNR) in each run. A tSNR threshold of 35 is necessary to measure a statistically meaningful result given our resolution, magnetic strength, and scan duration (Murphy et al., 2007). However, in 3 of the 4 independent pre-resection runs in mFus-faces, tSNR was not significantly higher than the required tSNR for measurability (all p values > 0.29). This is not specific to Patient S.P. as we have previously shown that MR artifacts induced by the ear canal can affect the measurability and tSNR of mFus-faces/FFA-2 (Weiner and Grill-Spector, 2013). Because mFus-faces/FFA-2 is unstable before resection, we do not include this region in our subsequent analyses. It is also important to reiterate that we can identify this region in Patient S.P. in the left hemisphere; this is because MR artifacts are not subject-specific, but hemisphere-specific, and can differentially affect the measurability of the same region across hemispheres (Weiner and Grill-Spector, 2013). Indeed, in Patient S.P., whereas the tSNR is low in right mFus-faces/FFA-2 across sessions as reported above, it is stable and >35 across sessions in left mFus-faces/FFA-2 (pre-resection tSNR mean ± SD: 102 ± 59; post-resection tSNR: 105 ± 28; these values are not significantly different, p = 0.93, paired t test).

We were also able to identify an additional region on the inferior occipital sulcus (IOS) in both pre-resection sessions (see Fig. 4). However, this region is typically not included in neurocognitive models of face perception as it does not respond specifically to faces but responds to animate stimuli more generally, as well as overlaps with nearby body-selective regions (Weiner and Grill-Spector, 2013). Indeed, responses to faces and bodies within the IOS were not significantly different in Patient S.P. (before resection, p = 0.60) or in a group of typical controls (N = 10, p = 0.70; see fMRI and diffusion weighted imaging in control subjects).

Mean response amplitudes and selectivity. Analyses of mean response amplitudes and selectivity were conducted on data that were independent from those used to define the ROIs. For the former, we first calculated mean response amplitudes estimated from GLM betas in each voxel and then averaged these responses across voxels in each ROI. For the latter, we first calculated face selectivity within each voxel as faces > other stimuli and then calculated the mean selectivity across voxels of each ROI within each run of the experimental session (see Figs. 3, 4, 6). Importantly, all analyses within right pFus-faces excluded resected portions to assure that comparisons before and after resection included the same voxels.

Reliability of face selectivity across voxels. To examine the reliability of face selectivity across voxels, we calculated the distributed face selectivity in each ROI for each run and then calculated the correlation (r) between distributed face selectivity of the ROI across sessions. We calculated these values three different ways in Patient S.P.: (1) between experimental runs across pre-resection sessions (see Fig. 5, red); (2) between experimental runs across post-resection sessions (see Fig. 5, black); and (3) between experimental runs across pre-resection and post-resection sessions (see Weiner et al., Human Face Network Is Resilient to Focal Resection. J. Neurosci., August 10, 2016 • 36(32):8425–8440 • 8427
Weiner et al., 2016

Recently published tools (Benson et al., 2014) were used to analyze the data. We defined two ROIs for white matter tracking: the central 5° of V1 (white circle) and eccentricities outside the post-surgery somatot (beyond 20°, black circle). Polar angle maps from V2d to V7/IPS-0 on the lateral inflated cortical surface of Patient S.P. before resection. V7/IPS-0 (dashed line) was used for identifying potential vertical white matter tracts reaching pFus-faces.

Fig. 2. Retinotopic ROIs. A, The polar angle map of V1 on the medial inflated cortical surface of Patient S.P. before resection. Our fMRI scanning setup allowed us to map eccentricities out to 5°. Representations of the far periphery (>20°) were defined from the cortical sheet using recently published tools (Benson et al., 2014). We defined two ROIs for white matter tracking: the central 5° of V1 (white circle) and eccentricities outside the post-surgery somatot (beyond 20°, black circle). B, Polar angle maps from V2d to V7/IPS-0 on the lateral inflated cortical surface of Patient S.P. before resection. V7/IPS-0 (dashed line) was used for identifying potential vertical white matter tracts reaching pFus-faces.

Visual field preference (3 position experiment). Within V1, pFus-faces, mSTS-faces, and pSTS-faces, we calculated the visual field preference in response to stimuli presented in the right and left visual field in each voxel by calculating the t value comparing responses to stimuli in the left versus right visual field collapsed across categories. Negative numbers indicate preference for the left visual field (expected for left hemisphere ROIs), and positive numbers indicate preference for the right visual field (expected for left hemisphere ROIs). We report the distribution of these visual field preferences across all voxels of an ROI separately for the right, resected hemisphere and the left, nonresected hemisphere. We assessed differences in visual field preferences in the left versus right ROIs using a Kolmogorov–Smirnov test.

DWI

Data acquisition. We acquired DWI in S1, S3, and S4 using a diffusion-weighted, single-shot echo-planar imaging sequence: presurgery/post-surgery S1 and S3 parameters: 25 diffusion directions, b = 1000 s/mm², resolution of 2 × 2 × 2 mm; post-surgery S4 parameters: 64 diffusion directions, b = 2000 s/mm², resolution 2 × 2 × 2.6 mm.

Data analysis. Eddy-current distortions and subject motion were corrected and removed using a constrained 14-parameter nonlinear coregistration method according to the eddy-current distortions created by the specific phase-encoded direction of the acquired data. Diffusion-weighted images were registered to the non-diffusion-weighted (b0) image using a two-stage coarse-to-fine approach to maximize mutual information. The b0 image was aligned to the T1 image with a rigid body algorithm. All processing was performed using Stanford University’s open-source mrDiffusion package (http://white.stanford.edu/software).

We performed whole-brain white matter tractography using MRtrix software (Tournier et al., 2007, 2012). Each white matter voxel was used as a seed of origin for fiber tracking, and a constrained-spherical deconvolution (as in Gomez et al., 2015) model of diffusion was fit at every voxel within white matter. Fibers were traced within a white matter mask using the probabilistic tractography implementation within MRtrix using 600,000 seedpoints and a maximum harmonic envelope of 4 was used to model crossing fibers.

Candidate white matter bundles were extracted by intersecting the optimized connectome with volume ROIs. ROIs were defined by assigning each functional ROI in each subject’s native brain space, with a 3-voxel smoothing kernel to encompass the neighboring white matter voxels. Candidate pathways interconnecting two ROIs were extracted from the whole brain connectome through Boolean ‘AND’ operations.

Examining white matter tracts between early visual areas and face-selective regions. Recent results show that face-selective regions on the IOG and STS are structurally connected to the calcareous sulcus via longitudinal white matter tracts (Gschwind et al., 2012). However, it is likely that these tracts originate separately from the foveal and peripheral representations of early visual areas. Indeed, nonhuman primates have anatomical connections from the periphery of V1/V2 to the periphery of MT (Desimone and Ungerleider, 1986). It is feasible that STS face-selective regions may be structurally connected to the periphery of early visual areas as these regions are adjacent to the periphery of MT in humans (Weiner and Grill-Spector, 2013). Thus, we examined both sets of longitudinal white matter tracts connecting (1) an ROI within the central 5° of V1 (Fig. 2A) and ventral face-selective regions (IOG-faces and pFus-faces, respectively) and (2) an ROI overlapping eccentricities >20° of early visual areas (Fig. 2A) and STS face-selective regions (pSTS-faces and mSTS-faces). For tracking, we refer to these ROIs as V1/V2 because growing these ROIs as spheres into white matter likely encroached into portions of V2.

Recent results also show that the posterior fusiform is connected to dorsal retinotopic regions via vertical white matter tracts (Kim et al., 2006; Takemura et al., 2016). As the latter study revealed that these tracts are part of the vertical occipital fasciculus (VOF) (Yeatman et al., 2014; Takemura et al., 2016; Weiner et al., 2016) and connect hV4 ventrally to retinotopic maps dorsally extending to V7/IPS-0, we also examined whether portions of the VOF connect V7/IPS-0 (Fig. 2B) to pFus-faces. The VOF was defined by including all fibers terminating in posterior aspects of ventral occipitotemporal cortex with a vertical to horizontal length ratio of ≥1.3 (Yeatman et al., 2014).

Mapping fiber endpoints to the resected volume. It is difficult to acquire DWI data following stroke or cortical damage due to artifacts in the diffusion signal as a result of increased diffusivity surrounding the damaged area (Pasternak et al., 2009). Consistent with these prior reports, the resected tissue generated significant artifacts in and around the resection, which prevented us from being able to accurately track longitudinal fiber tracts to the FG in post-resection scans S3 and S4. Despite these difficulties, to gain clarity regarding how connectivity of the face network is affected by the loss of connections associated with IOG-faces/OF and the V7/IPS-0, we mapped the pre-resection cortical endpoints of the tracts from early visual cortex to either IOG-faces/OF or pFus-faces/FFA-1 to the post-resection volume (see Fig. 8). In contrast to the artifacts affecting ventral longitudinal tracts, the resection did not affect DWI signals in dorsal longitudinal tracts or vertical tracts in Patient S.P. (see Figs. 9, 10).

iEEG

iEEG recording was performed to identify the epileptogenic zone, using intracerebral electrodes (stereo-iEEG) (Bancaud and Talairach, 1973). The iEEG was performed once, 6 months before resection. Electrode implantation sites were chosen according to noninvasive data collected during the earlier phase of the investigation to localize and delineate the zone of epileptic seizure onset and early propagation. Nine electrodes were placed in the right hemisphere targeting the hippocampus, the rhinal cortex, the ventral occipitotemporal cortex (lingual gyrus, collateral sulcus, fusiform gyrus, and occipitotemporal sulcus), the occipital pole, the calcarine sulcus, and the occipitoparietal junction. One electrode was placed in the left hemisphere in the middle ventral temporal region. Postimplant CT images were aligned to the preoperative MRI anatomical brain volume (Hermes et al., 2010). Electrodes were visualized on the subject’s own
brain volume and reconstructed 3D cortical surface allowing for accurate anatomical localization of electrodes (Fig. 3).

Category iEEG experiment. Patient S.P. viewed 50 black-and-white pictures of faces, body parts, places, and phase-scrambled faces in the hospital room at a distance of 70 cm from a computer monitor. In each trial, a stimulus was displayed at the center of the monitor for 300 ms, followed by an average intertrial interval of 1750 ms (1450–2050 ms). The patient fixated on a central cross and pressed a key when a face image was presented upside-down (9% of trials). Patient S.P. performed 4 blocks of 77 trials with conditions randomized within each block.

Data acquisition and analysis. The iEEG signal was recorded at 512 kHz using a 128-channel amplifier (2 SD LTM 64 Headbox; Micromed) relative to a prefrontal scalp reference electrode. Continuous EEG data were notch-filtered to remove line noise (50 Hz and harmonics) and segmented in −1.8 to 1.8 s epochs centered on the onset of each trial. Noisy trials in which signal amplitude in a −0.6 to 0.4 s time-window was >3.3 or <−3.3 times the across-trial SD were discarded. The signal at each electrode was then rereferenced to the average of all intracranial electrodes. Variations in signal amplitude as a function of time and frequency were estimated using a Morlet wavelet approach as in prior studies (Jacques et al., 2016). Face selectivity was tested by comparing the response amplitude in the high-frequency broadband range (40–100 Hz) elicited by face images compared with place and body part images. Statistical significance was calculated using permutation tests at each time sample of the response between −0.1 and 0.8 s relative to stimulus onset. This process was performed 10,000 times to generate a distribution. Differences at a $p < 0.01$ (two-tailed) that lasted for at least 4 consecutive time samples were considered significant.

Neuropsychological assessment
We conducted a stringent battery of behavioral tests on subject Patient S.P. before (11 months) and after (1 month) cortical resection to assess her general cognitive function, basic visual perception, as well as face and object perception and recognition. These tests included full-scale IQ testing (WAIS-IV), basic visual perception testing (Visual Object and Space Perception battery), and visual field tests. We also implemented a face/no face categorization test with Mooney faces during which participants categorized upright or inverted two-toned black-and-white face profiles as a face or not a face (Busigny et al., 2010). Finally, we implemented five tests of face individuation as follows: (1) The classical neuropsychological Benton Face Recognition Test. Subjects were required to match a face among distractor faces varying in viewpoint and lighting (in this test, all faces are shown simultaneously) (Benton et al., 1983). (2) An old/new face recognition test (Busigny et al., 2010). Subjects viewed a series of face
images during a study phase; and then during a test phase, they were presented with new and old images and were asked to respond whether each image was old or new. (3) The Cambridge Face Memory Test (Duchaine and Nakayama, 2006). Subjects first studied 6 faces. Then, in 72 trials, subjects were asked to identify which of three faces was one that they had previously studied. Throughout the experiment, trials became increasingly harder as faces were shown in new views, illuminations, and with added noise. (4) Face matching across viewpoints (Busigny et al., 2010). Subjects were shown a frontal face on the top of the screen and two three-quarter views of faces below. They were then asked to indicate which of the two three-quarter probes on the bottom were the same as the frontal view on top. (5) Delayed face matching of upright and inverted faces (Busigny et al., 2010).

It should be noted that, when asked specifically about her face recognition abilities a few months before the operation (at the time of the SEEG implantation), Patient S.P. acknowledged that she “had never been very good at recognizing people from their face.” We should, however, remain cautious with such statements, given that there is little relationship between subjective reports of face recognition abilities and behavioral measures of face matching and face memory, such as the Cambridge Face Memory Test (Palermo et al., 2016). Five control female participants (age, sex, and education level matched) also participated in two behavioral sessions taken 12 months apart to assess any variations in test-retest performance on these behavioral tests. The modified t test of Crawford-Howell for single-case studies (Crawford and Howell, 1998) was used to compare the results of Patient S.P. and controls. Five typical control female subjects 31–40 years of age (mean age 35 ± 4.6 years) participated in behavioral testing S1. Four of these subjects (mean age 36 ± 5.5 years) participated in a second behavioral testing session a year later.

fMRI and DWI in control subjects

Subjects. Ten adults (19–45 years old; 3 females; all right-handed) were recruited to serve as controls for the selectivity and reliability analyses. All participants were scanned at Stanford University and gave their written informed consent. Procedures were approved by the Stanford Internal Review Board on Human Subjects Research.

Scanning. Subjects were scanned on a 3T GE scanner at the Center for Neurobiological Imaging at Stanford University. Anatomical brain volumes. A high-resolution anatomical volume of the whole brain was acquired with a T1-weighted BRAVO pulse sequence (TR = 450 ms, flip angle = 12°, 1 NEX, FOV = 240 mm, resolution: 1.0 mm isotropic).

fMRI. Because the comparisons of Patient S.P.’s brain responses were conducted across sessions, all individuals participated in two fMRI scanning sessions. Participants were scanned using a T2* sequence (TE = 30 ms, TR = 2000 ms, flip angle = 77°, bandwidth = 128 kHz, resolution: 2.4 mm isotropic voxels, 34 slices, FOV = 192 mm).

Functional localizer. Participants viewed a block design experiment consisting of images of faces and nonface categories presented at 1 Hz. The nonface categories were as follows: places (houses/corridors), bodies, limbs, characters (pseudowords/numbers), and objects (cars/guitars). Participants were instructed to respond by button press when a phase-scrambled image appeared (Stiglani et al., 2015). Subjects participated in 2 runs in S1 and 2 runs in S2 using different stimuli.

fMRI data analysis. Data were analyzed with the same pipeline as described for Patient S.P.

ROI definition and mean selectivity measurements. IOG-faces (10 of 10 participants), pFus-faces (10 of 10 participants), pSTS-faces (8 of 10 participants), and mSTS-faces (10 of 10 participants) were defined in Patient S.P. (threshold of t > 3, voxel level) and in our prior experiments (Weiner et al., 2010; Stiglani et al., 2015) using both anatomical and functional criteria for the mean selectivity analyses. Each ROI was defined in S1, and mean selectivity was calculated for runs 1 and 2 in S2 (Fig. 3E; error bars indicate SDs between runs 1 and 2). It is important to underscore that only the categories overlapping with Patient S.P.’s experiment (faces, limbs, objects, and houses) were used to calculate selectivity.

ROI definition and reliability measurements. Because we only had 4 runs for each control subject (2 runs in S1 and 2 runs in S2), and to ensure that all data were independent, we defined ROIs from run 1 in S1 and calculated the reliability of face selectivity between run 2 in S1 and (1) run 1 in S2 and (2) run 2 in S2. This resulted in two measurements per subject. Because ROIs were now defined with only 1 run of data, mSTS-faces were only identifiable in 8 of 10 subjects. Reliability was calculated in the same way as in Patient S.P. as described above.

DWI. Because we identify a new pathway connecting V7/IPS to pFus-faces/FFA-1 in Patient S.P., we sought to validate this pathway in control participants. Five (24–45 years old; 2 female; all right-handed) of our typical controls participated in 2 runs of a diffusion-weighted dual-spin echo sequence (60 slices, TE = 96.8 ms, TR = 8000 ms, 96 diffusion directions, b = 2000 s/mm², voxel size = 2 × 2 × 2 mm). Ten non-diffusion-weighted images were collected at the beginning of each scan.

DWI data analysis. Preprocessing was done as described above, and MRtrix probabilistic tractography was run using a harmonic envelope of 8 on the first diffusion dataset (as in Gomez et al., 2015). We statistically validated these new fibers connecting V7/IPS-0 and pFus-faces using LiFE (Pestilli et al., 2014). d’ values >4 indicate statistically significant tracts, and the average of these tracts across subjects was 31.52 ± 4.13 (SD across subjects; see Fig. 10).

Results

Before surgery, Patient S.P.’s face network is not significantly different than control participants

Preoperatively, Patient S.P.’s face-selective regions are located on the IOG (IOG-faces/OFA), lateral FG (pFus-faces/FFA-1 and mFus-faces/FFA-2), as well as the posterior and main branches of the STS (pSTS-faces and, mSTS-faces, respectively; Figs. 3, 4), which is consistent with measurements of the face network in typical subjects (Weiner and Grill-Spector, 2013; Weiner et al., 2014). Independent measurements with event-related fMRI (Fig. 3B) and iEEG (Fig. 3C) show that the selectivity of these regions is also characteristic, manifesting as higher responses to faces than nonfaces (p < 0.01). iEEG recordings in pFus-faces/FFA-1 further showed characteristic latencies of this selectivity emerging at ~150 ms after stimulus onset (Allison et al., 1994; Parvizi et al., 2012).

To examine the typicality of Patient S.P.’s face network before resection with respect to face selectivity, we compared Patient S.P.’s face-selective regions with those of 10 healthy control participants. Independent analyses of mean selectivity in right hemisphere face-selective regions show that selectivity of Patient S.P.’s face network was not different from the mean selectivity in controls (modified t test of Crawford-Howell for single-case studies: all r values <1.9; all p values >0.10; Fig. 3D) or from selectivity in individual subjects (Fig. 3E). Additionally, comparison of the variability in measurements of selectivity across runs was also not different across Patient S.P. and controls in any of the face-selective regions (modified t test of Crawford-Howell for single-case studies comparing the differences between runs 1 and 2 in Patient S.P. and controls: all r values <0.72; all p values >0.50; Fig. 3E). It is important to underscore that, because of independent analyses, selectivity can be below the threshold used to define the voxels of the ROI (Fig. 3E, dotted line). This occurs in both Patient S.P. and controls, indicating that fluctuations of selectivity across runs occur whether the individual is a patient or not. Together, these pre-resection measurements validate that, at least as far as category selectivity is concerned, the cortical layout, response characteristics, selectivity, and run-to-run variability of Patient S.P.’s face network before resection are not significantly different from healthy controls.

Behavioral performance is stable before and after surgery

Behaviorally, before surgery, Patient S.P. was in the normal range for categorizing two-tone images as either faces or nonfaces.
Mooney faces, Patient S.P.: 86.3%; age- and gender-matched controls: 90.3% (H11006 5%), no significant difference, \( t = 0.677, p = 0.54 \). Patient S.P. was also in the normal range on the old/new face recognition test (Patient S.P.: 90%; controls: 94% ± 3%, \( t = 1.299, p = 0.132 \)). Although she performed well above chance level, she was impaired relative to controls on behavioral tasks requiring unfamiliar face individuation (Table 1). However, as illustrated in case studies in patients with long-term brain damage (Schiltz et al., 2006; Steeves et al., 2009), behavioral impairments in face individuation do not impede the ability to measure face-selective responses (i.e., faces > nonfaces) in high-level visual cortex. Thus, before surgery, Patient S.P. displayed an intact face network and abilities within the normal range for both remembering faces and categorizing faces from other stimuli.

After resection, Patient S.P. remained in the normal performance range for categorizing two-tone images as either faces or nonfaces (Mooney faces, Patient S.P.: 84.4%, no significant difference from age- and gender-matched controls: 92.8% ± 5%, \( t = 1.439, p = 0.123 \); Table 1). It is important to highlight that this is a difficult task and subjects cannot rely on local, low-level features to perform well. For example, a visual agnosic patient, such as Patient D.F., is at chance at this task, even when she can discern a face from an object in other formats (Steeves et al., 2006). Finally, Patient S.P. was not our worst subject, as one of our typical con-

Figure 4. The face network is stable after resection. A, The face network before and after resection on the inflated cortical reconstruction of the right hemisphere of Patient S.P. before resection. 1, IOG-faces/OFA; 2, pFus-faces/FFA-1; 3, mFus-faces/FFA-2; 4, pSTS-faces; 5, mSTS-faces. IOG-faces/OFA (1) and the posterior portion of pFus-faces/FFA-1 (2) have been resected. Blue shading represents resected cortex. Black represents superior and inferior extent of pSTS-faces in S1. Green represents posterior and anterior extent of mSTS-faces in S1. The unnumbered region on the lateral surface overlapping the IOS was also partially resected, but this region is not typically included in models of the face network because it exhibits comparable selectivity with other animate stimuli (see Materials and Methods). B, Mean fMRI response amplitude (% change) as a function of category in face-selective regions before (red) and after (black) resection. Error bars indicate SDs across runs in each session. S1, S3, Solid. S2, S4, Dotted. f, Faces; l, limbs; p, places; o, objects; s, scrambled. Conditions are ordered by rank. C, Face selectivity as a function of session. Error bars indicate mean selectivity across voxels of independently defined ROIs for run 1 and run 2 in each session. Error bars indicate SDs across runs in each session. Dotted line indicates the statistical threshold (\( t > 3 \)) used to define each region from independent data. CoS, Collateral sulcus; IOS, inferior occipital sulcus; IPS, intraparietal sulcus; MFS, mid-fusiform sulcus; OTS, occipitotemporal sulcus; ptCoS, posterior transverse collateral sulcus.
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Table 1. Behavioral performance of Patient S.P. and age- and gender-matched control participants

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Patient S.P. Before operation</th>
<th>Patient S.P. After operation (1 month)</th>
<th>Control participants</th>
<th>Control participants (1 year after)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Categorize upright/inverted Mooney faces</td>
<td>86.3%</td>
<td>84.4%</td>
<td>90.3% (±5.4)</td>
<td>92.8% (±5.2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Old/new face memory test</td>
<td>90%</td>
<td>93.3%</td>
<td>94% (±2.8)</td>
<td>95% (±4.3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Benton Face Recognition Test</td>
<td>35/54**</td>
<td>40/54**</td>
<td>44.6/54 (±3.6)</td>
<td>47.2/54 (±3.3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cambridge Face Memory Test</td>
<td>41/72**</td>
<td>40/72**</td>
<td>59.2/72 (±8.6)</td>
<td>59.2/72 (±10.4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Face matching across viewpoints</td>
<td>65%*</td>
<td>64%*</td>
<td>82.2% (±7.0)</td>
<td>87% (±6.2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Face matching</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Upright</td>
<td>80.6%*</td>
<td>80.6%*</td>
<td>95.5% (±1.5)</td>
<td>96.5% (±4.2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inverted</td>
<td>75%</td>
<td>77.8%</td>
<td>80.5% (±10.4)</td>
<td>75% (±8.2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age (yr)</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>35 ± 5</td>
<td>36 ± 5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*p < 0.05 compared with normal controls.
**Impaired scores according to Benton Face Recognition Test and Cambridge Face Memory Test scales.

In contrast to the general stability of pFus-faces, pSTS-faces, and mSTS-faces in the resected hemisphere, we observed instabilities in the localization of mFus-faces/FFA-2 before resection and in a region on the IOS after resection. The instability of mFus-faces across sessions is likely driven by low tSNR from the ear canal artifact and not by the surgery, as the tSNR in mFus-faces before resection was lower than the minimum for reliable measurements (see Materials and Methods). Before resection, the IOS responded similarly to faces and bodies (no significant difference, p = 0.60) and was significantly modulated by visual stimuli (variance of the time-series explained by the GLM is 59.1 ± 8.9%). The surgery resected 26.9% of the IOS. Consequently, the variance of the IOS time-series explained by the GLM dropped close to zero (5.4 ± 2.0%) after resection, which was significantly (p < 0.008) lower than before surgery. This indicates that, after the resection, this region is not significantly modulated by visual stimuli modeled by the GLM. However, because the IOS is not included in traditional neurocognitive models of face perception and is also not strictly face-selective in either Patient S.P. or controls (see Materials and Methods), we focus the remainder of our analyses on pFus-faces, pSTS-faces, and mSTS-faces.

In addition to qualitatively examining the cortical topology of right pFus-faces, pSTS-faces, and mSTS-faces, we also quantitatively compared the mean response amplitudes and face selectivity within each region before and after resection. These analyses revealed that the resection differentially affected the mean BOLD response across face-selective regions. In pFus-faces, overall response amplitudes were lower after than before resection, whereas in mSTS-faces, the opposite was true; meanwhile in pSTS-faces, there was no substantial change in the overall signal level (Fig. 4B). Indeed, a three-way ANOVA with factors region (right pFus-faces/mSTS-faces/pSTS-faces), category, and resection (before resection/after resection) yielded a region × resection interaction (F(2,30) = 34.3, p < 10⁻⁶). Importantly, the...
resection only affected the overall magnitude of the signal but did not change the profile of response within each region (no region \times category \times resection interaction: \(F_{(8,90)} = 0.27, p = 0.98\)). Specifically, each ROI showed the same ranking of responses across categories of stimuli before compared with after resection.

Likewise, we find that all face-selective regions maintain significant face selectivity after the resection despite fluctuations in the magnitude of selectivity (Fig. 4C). A two-way ANOVA with factors region (right pFus-faces/pSTS-faces/mSTS-faces) and session (1/2/3/4) revealed a main effect of session (\(F_{(3,12)} = 3.77, p < 0.04\)). However, there were no significant differences in the level of selectivity after compared with before the resection (two-way ANOVA with factors of region (pFus-faces/pSTS-faces/mSTS-faces) and resection (before/after), no effect of resection, \(F_{(1,18)} = 0.11, p = 0.9\)). Importantly, after resection, both the mean selectivity (all \(t\) values <1.96; all \(p\) values >0.08) of each face-selective region in Patient S.P. and the fluctuations in selectivity between runs within each session (all \(t\) values <1.18; all \(p\) values >0.27) were not different than controls. These results indicate that, although there are fluctuations in the selectivity value across sessions (Fig. 4C), these fluctuations are comparable before and after resection, are comparable with controls (Fig. 3E), and are not due to a general increase or decrease in selectivity after surgery.

The present analyses underscore the importance of acquiring multiple functional measurements before and after resection. For example, in pSTS-faces and mSTS-faces, S1 (pre) and S3 (post) have comparable selectivity values, as do S2 (pre) and S4 (post; Fig. 4C). However, if we had only acquired a single session before and a single session after surgery, we would have arrived at different conclusions based on the particular combination of the subset of sessions we may have obtained. For instance, had we only acquired S1 and S4, we would have concluded that the resection increases selectivity. In contrast, had we only acquired S2 and S3, we would have arrived at an opposite conclusion: that the resection decreases selectivity. However, both of these conclusions are inaccurate. Instead, our data show that there are fluctuations in selectivity across sessions regardless of the resection.

Figure 6. Weak face selectivity in the left hemisphere of Patient S.P. A, Face-selective network in VTC (top) and LOTC (bottom) before resection and after resection projected to the inflated cortical reconstruction of the left hemisphere of Patient S.P. 2, pFus-faces/FFA-1; 3, mFus-faces/FFA-2; 4, pSTS-faces; 5, mSTS-faces. Left IOG-faces/OFA (1) could not be identified in any session, whereas left mSTS-faces (5) could only be identified in S2. CoS, Collateral sulcus; MFS, mid-fusiform sulcus; OTS, occipitotemporal sulcus. B, C, Same layout as Figure 4, but for face-selective regions in the left hemisphere. Red represents before surgery. Black represents after surgery. S1, S3, Solid. S2, S4, Dotted. f, Faces; l, limbs; p, places; o, objects; s, scrambled. Regions in the left hemisphere have lower face selectivity than the right hemisphere (Fig. 4).
The resection differentially affects the distributed pattern of face selectivity within regions of the face network surviving the resection

To complement our mean signal and mean selectivity analyses and to further quantify the stable and plastic features of pFus-faces, pSTS-faces, and mSTS-faces, we calculated the between-session reliability of distributed face selectivity across voxels within each face-selective region (see Materials and Methods). Before resection, the distributed patterns of face selectivity within right pFus ($r = 0.65 \pm 0.06$), pSTS ($r = 0.42 \pm 0.19$), and mSTS ($r = 0.51 \pm 0.15$) were positively correlated between each pair of experimental runs taken between pre-resection sessions (all $p$ values $<10^{-4}$; Fig. 5, red). After resection, the reliability of distributed face selectivity across voxels was also positively correlated across experimental runs between sessions in pFus ($r = 0.45 \pm 0.11$, $p < 0.04$) and mSTS ($r = 0.70 \pm 0.09$, $p < 0.006$), but not in pSTS ($r = 0.14 \pm 0.05$, $p = 0.08$; Fig. 5, black). A two-way ANOVA with region and resection as factors revealed a main effect of region ($F_{(2,18)} = 17.1$, $p < 10^{-4}$), a borderline effect of resection ($F_{(1,18)} = 4.2$, $p = 0.06$), and a significant region $\times$ resection interaction ($F_{(2,18)} = 8.6$, $p < 0.002$). Thus, the resection differentially affected the distributed pattern of face selectivity within regions of the face network surviving the surgery.

While these analyses separately assess the stability of distributed face selectivity patterns before versus after resection, they do not directly quantify the relationship between face selectivity patterns before resection to after resection. To do so, we calculated the correlation among distributed patterns of face selectivity before resection compared with after resection. This analysis revealed two main findings. First, the distributed patterns of face selectivity were positively correlated between pre-resection and post-resection sessions in pFus ($r = 0.48 \pm 0.14$) and mSTS ($r = 0.68 \pm 0.10$; all $p$ values $<10^{-4}$; Fig. 5, blue). In contrast, only 5 of 16 pre-resection and post-resection pairs had a positively correlated relationship in pSTS, and the average ($r = 0.03 \pm 0.15$) was not significantly different from zero ($t_{(15)} = 0.2$, $p = 0.85$). This decorrelated relationship can be interpreted as a change in the distributed pattern of face selectivity across voxels within pSTS-faces preoperatively and postoperatively. Second, the correlations between distributed face selectivity patterns pre-resection and post-resection sessions in Patient S.P. (Fig. 5, blue) were not significantly different from controls (Fig. 5, light gray) in pFus (all $t$ values $<0.57$, all $p$ values $>0.58$), and mSTS (all $t$ values $<1.5$; all $p$ values $>0.17$). Even in pSTS, where we find a decorrelated relationship in distributed face selectivity between pre-resection and post-resection experimental runs, this difference was not significant compared with controls, as two of our controls also had nonreproducible distributed face selectivity across sessions (all $t$ values $<1.7$, all $p$ values $>0.13$).

These findings emphasize the value of pre-resection and post-resection assessments within the same patient in combination with benchmarks relative to controls. For example, if we only had post-resection measurements in Patient S.P., as is common in cases with patients that have long-term brain damage, we would have concluded that the reliability of face selectivity within pSTS-faces is within the range of controls. Although that is accurate, the incorporation of pre-resection measurements enable us to conclude that the distributed pattern of face selectivity in Patient S.P. is different after compared with before surgery within pSTS-faces, but not in other regions of the face network. These conclusions would not be possible without (1) multiple pre-resection and post-resection measurements in Patient S.P., (2) multiple scales of analysis (e.g., analyses of mean selectivity as well as distributed patterns across voxels), and (3) analogous measurements in multiple sessions in typical controls.

Examining the role of the left hemisphere in the post-resection stability of the face network

Our neuroimaging data indicate that the cortical layout and selectivity of the right hemispheric face network remained largely...
stable following removal of the right IOG. Although this finding is consistent with predictions from a multiple route network with nonhierarchical components, it is also possible that this resiliency may be achieved via inputs from face-selective regions in the intact, left hemisphere. However, several pieces of evidence suggest that the resiliency of the right hemispheric face network is not driven by inputs from the left face network. First, it is unlikely that inputs from left IOG-faces support the stability of right pFus-faces because we were unable to identify IOG-faces in the left hemisphere in any session (Fig. 6A) and left IOG-faces is also not always detected in typical individuals (Zhen et al., 2015). Second, face selectivity in the left hemisphere (Fig. 6C) is consistently weaker than in the right hemisphere both before and after resection (three-way ANOVA with factors region, hemisphere, and resection yielded a main effect of hemisphere: $F(1,24) = 19.9$, $p < 10^{-3}$, and no interactions: all $F$ values $<1.8$; all $p$ values $>0.19$). These findings are consistent with the literature showing a larger spatial extent, selectivity, and response amplitude to faces in the right compared with the left hemisphere (Sergent et al., 1992; Kanwisher et al., 1997; Rossion et al., 2012; Zhen et al., 2015).

To directly examine the role of the left hemisphere, we conducted an experiment in which the position of visual images from different categories was presented at the center, right, or left of fixation (see Materials and Methods). A characteristic feature of visual areas, including high-level visual regions (Hemond et al., 2007; Kay et al., 2015), is a contralateral preference for visual stimuli: that is, stronger neural responses to stimuli presented in the right visual field compared with stimuli presented in the left visual field in the left hemisphere and vice versa in the right hemisphere; this experiment directly tests the role of the left hemisphere in supporting the stability of the right hemispheric face-selective regions after resection. Based on prior evidence (Felleman and Van Essen, 1991), a contralateral preference in face-selective regions within the resected hemisphere likely reflects signals propagated through within-hemisphere connections. On the contrary, an ipsilateral preference would suggest that inputs from the left hemisphere affect responses in the resected hemisphere.

As expected, in the unresected, left hemisphere, face-selective regions showed a contralateral preference for stimuli in the right visual field. In the resected, right hemisphere, pSTS-faces and mSTS-faces also showed the characteristic contralateral preference for stimuli in the left visual field (Fig. 7A, B). However, even though the visual field preference in right pFus-faces is significantly different from left pFus-faces ($p < 10^{-3}$), it exhibited an ipsilateral, not a contralateral, preference (Fig. 7C). Although this suggests that inputs from the left hemisphere contribute to the stability of right pFus-faces, this reduced contralateral preference is already present in the central 5° of right V1 (Fig. 7D). Thus, the ipsilateral bias in pFus-faces in the right hemisphere likely originates in the central 5° of V1 of the right hemisphere (consistent with the postoperative central hemianopic scotoma), which then communicates signals downstream to right pFus-faces.

Together, these results show that: (1) the resiliency of the right hemispheric face network is likely not driven by inputs from the left face network; (2) the left hemisphere may play a role for the stability of right pFus-faces, but these signals may be communicated directly from right V1 to downstream right pFus-faces; and (3) the contributions of the left hemisphere cannot explain the entire resiliency of the face network because the face-selective regions of the STS maintain a contralateral bias after resection.

**Longitudinal and vertical white matter tracts provide an anatomical infrastructure connecting early visual areas to FG and STS face-selective regions independent of IOG-faces/FFA**

If the post-resection resiliency of the right hemisphere is largely not driven by inputs from the left hemisphere, are there white matter connections in the right hemisphere that enable signals to reach downstream face-selective regions? Prior studies have identified white matter tracts connecting early visual areas to downstream face-selective regions. For example, Gschwind et al. (2012) have identified separate longitudinal tracts from the calcarine sulcus to face-selective regions on the FG and STS, respectively. Additionally, Kim et al. (2006) have identified vertical tracts connecting dorsal retinotopic areas to face-selective regions on the FG. Thus, it seems plausible that these white matter tracts from outside the face network could provide an anatomical infrastructure supporting both the stable (e.g., face selectivity) and plastic (e.g., representation of visual...
space in right pFus-faces) features of the face network following resection of IOG-faces/OFA. To test this hypothesis, we used DWI and tractography in Patient S.P., before and after resection (see Materials and Methods). DWI after resection enables testing whether these tracts are preserved postoperatively.

Supporting this hypothesis of bypass routes, we find evidence for both longitudinal and vertical tracts connecting early visual areas to downstream face-selective regions independent of IOG-faces. Before resection, we identified separate longitudinal white matter tracts connecting the central 5° of V1/V2 to IOG-faces/OFA (Fig. 8A, red) and to pFus-faces/FFA-1 (Fig. 8A, blue) in Patient S.P., which are consistent with prior research in typical subjects (Gschwind et al., 2012; Pyles et al., 2013). However, after resection, we could not measure these ventral longitudinal tracts in Patient S.P. due to diffusivity artifacts produced by the resection (see Materials and Methods). Nevertheless, to gain insight into what pathways might exist after resection, we projected the cortical endpoints of these pre-resection white matter tracts to the post-resection anatomy. This approach reveals that the tracts between early visual cortex and IOG-faces/OFA (red) terminate in the resected tissue and are likely to have been included in the resection. Comparatively, a majority of the tracts from early visual cortex to pFus-faces/FFA-1 (blue) terminate medially in the posterior FG largely outside the resected tissue (Fig. 8B). Thus, it is likely that these tracts exist after resection and contribute to the resiliency of pFus-faces/FFA-1 after resection.

To test whether there are white matter connections from early visual cortex to STS regions, we seeded an ROI in the far periphery (>20°) of V1/V2, which is outside the scotoma, and examined whether there are connections to STS regions. This analysis identified a set of longitudinal white matter tracts connecting the periphery of early visual cortex and STS face-selective regions both before and after resection (Fig. 9). These tracts may contribute to the preserved contralateral bias in STS regions after resection, as contralateral information originating in the periphery of early visual areas may be communicated through these preserved tracts to STS regions. Identifying white matter tracts connecting the periphery of V1/V2 to STS regions is consistent with evidence of anatomical connections from the periphery of V1/V2 to the periphery of MT in nonhuman primates (Desimone and Ungerleider, 1986). These connections have been postulated to convey signals about dynamic facial motion to the pSTS (O’Toole et al., 2002; Pitcher et al., 2014; Bernstein and Yovel, 2015), as pSTS abuts the peripheral representation of MT in humans (Amano et al., 2009; Weiner and Grill-Spector, 2013).

It is also possible that additional pathways within the right hemisphere provide inputs to STS face-selective regions via MT. These tracts may include within-hemisphere connections from mid-brain structures to MT bypassing V1, such as white matter tracts connecting the lateral geniculate nucleus (Ajina et al., 2015) and the superior colliculus (Ajina et al., 2015) to MT, as well as tracts connecting the pulvinar and MT (Warner et al., 2010). However, due to the artifacts in the postsurgical diffusion scan, we were unable to measure these tracts in Patient S.P.’s brain.

In addition to longitudinal tracts, we were also able to identify vertical tracts connecting dorsal retinotopic areas to ventral face-selective regions. Specifically, the VOF is a recently rediscovered major white matter pathway connecting dorsal and ventral components of the occipital lobe (Yeatman et al., 2014; Takemura et al., 2016; Weiner et al., 2016). We first identified the VOF in Patient S.P. and controls (Fig. 10; see Materials and Methods). Importantly, a subcomponent of the VOF connects V7/IPS-0 dorsally to pFus-faces/FFA-1 ventrally in Patient S.P. and controls (Fig. 10, cyan). This subcomponent of the VOF is identifiable in Patient S.P. both before resection (Fig. 10, cyan) and after resection (Fig. 10, purple).

These longitudinal and vertical tracts that are intact in Patient S.P. after surgery provide an anatomical infrastructure for signals to reach downstream face-selective regions on the FG and STS independent of IOG-faces/OFA. Although these tracts provide alternate routes of information flow to downstream face-selective regions, the face network may not always use bypass routes for normative function, which is a hypothesis that can be tested in future research.

Discussion
We examined the structure and function of the face network in a rare patient before and after removal of right IOG-faces/OFA, which is considered the critical input of the face network according to prevailing models of neural face processing. We found that downstream face-selective regions surviving the resection are largely resilient after surgery, which is consistent with proposals of a multiple route face network with nonhierarchical components (Rossion, 2008; Atkinson and Adolphs, 2011; Pitcher et al., 2011a; Duchaine and Yovel, 2015).

Non strict hierarchical components of the face network enable efficiency and resiliency
Our results indicate that face-selective neural responses in downstream regions are preserved in patient Patient S.P. as early as 1 month following the removal of right IOG-faces/OFA. These results signify that, even though regions within the face network are functionally (Fairhall and Ishai, 2007; Turk-Browne et al., 2010; Zhu et al., 2011; Lohse et al., 2016) and structurally interconnected (Fairhall and Ishai, 2007; Turk-Browne et al., 2010; Zhu et al., 2011; Gschwind et al., 2012; Pyles et al., 2013; Tavor et al., 2014), the network itself is not arranged in a strict hierarchy where information is always systematically transmitted in a serial manner from IOG-faces/OFA to subsequent processing stages.
These findings serve as causal evidence that a multiple route network with nonhierarchical components supports face processing (Rossion, 2008; Atkinson and Adolphs, 2011; Pitcher et al., 2011a; Duchaine and Yovel, 2015). Additionally, our DWI measurements show that there are multiple white matter connections from retinotopic regions to the face network (Figs. 8–10), which not only validate recent models (Rossion, 2008; Atkinson and Adolphs, 2011; Pitcher et al., 2011a; Duchaine and Yovel, 2015), but also provide evidence explaining how within hemisphere connections may provide inputs to downstream face-selective regions in the absence of IOG-faces/OFA.

We propose that these additional routes may serve two functions. First, they may increase the efficiency of typically nonserial processing. For example, they may serve as reentrant connections enabling coarse-to-fine processing (Rossion et al., 2003; Rossion, 2008; Goffaux et al., 2011; Jiang et al., 2011), reverse hierarchical processing (Mumford, 1992; Bullier, 2001; Ahissar and Hochstein, 2004), or recurrent processing (Kravitz et al., 2013). Second, they may provide resiliency to the face network by preserving global network functionality following focal network damage. While these white matter tracts verify multiple routes of information from retinotopic areas to downstream face-selective regions, future studies are necessary to clarify their role for normative face processing in typical participants. For example, longitudinal connections may serve to segregate dynamic and static face processing in the lateral and ventral streams, respectively, whereas vertical connections may serve to integrate these two types of information. Further, our findings do not imply that face processing is always nonserial or that there are no hierarchical components in the face network (Kay et al., 2015). Future studies in typical subjects and patients will shed further light on functional processes that are hierarchical and those that are not.

Methodological advancements: the necessity for multiple sessions and metrics
A unique aspect of our study is that we acquired multiple functional measurements before and after focal resection of human visual cortex. The importance of this approach is that it allows distinguishing meaningful functional changes due to reorganization after surgery from changes that occur due to session-to-session variability. Because pre-resection and post-resection measurements quantify changes between sessions, it is important for future cases to quantify the stability of functional measurements (1) with multiple metrics (mean and voxel level), (2) relative to typical subjects, and (3) across sessions. This suggested approach is not only relevant for cases involving cortical resection or lobectomies, but also any studies that track brain function across an intervention (Op de Beeck et al., 2006) or longitudinal development (Golarai et al., 2007; Scherf et al., 2007) as the session to session variability may outweigh the manipulation itself.

Multiple factors likely contribute to cortical resiliency
Cortical systems illustrate both stable and plastic features following damage or surgery (Wandell and Smirnakis, 2009). If and how cortex recovers from damage or surgery is linked to the extent of the damage itself. Indeed, research in nonhuman primates reveals that neural responses in inferotemporal cortex can be stable following focal resection but detrimentally affected when extensive amounts of early and intermediate ventral visual areas are removed (Bertini et al., 2004; Buffalo et al., 2005; Kravitz et al., 2013). As such, the extent of the damage directly influences resiliency (or lack thereof) of cortical networks, as well as behav-ior. For example, it may seem surprising that removal of IOG-faces/OFA and the posterior portion of pFus-faces/FFA-1 did not further impair Patient S.P.’s behavioral performance on face individualization tasks as predicted by prior research in humans (Rossion et al., 2003; Bouvier and Engel, 2006; Pitcher et al., 2007; Jonas et al., 2012). However, the present results of stability are less surprising in the context of prior studies in nonhuman primates showing small performance decrements, after (1) removing an entire face patch (little to no impairment) (Heywood and Cowey, 1992), (2) focally deactivating face patches (2%–5%) (Afratz et al., 2015), or (3) removing entire gyri (~10%–15%) (Weiskrantz and Sanders, 1984; Buckley et al., 1997). We speculate that the combination of being seizure-free and the striking stability of the rest of the face network after resection likely contributed to the fact that Patient S.P.’s behavioral performance did not worsen after removal of IOG-faces/OFA and posterior portion of pFus-faces/FFA-1.

Nevertheless, we cannot rule out the possibility that other, more difficult, face tasks may have revealed a further impairment in Patient S.P. after resection or that additional neural changes may have occurred within smaller temporal or spatial scales than those presently measured. At least two alternatives are possible: (1) short-term changes may occur immediately (e.g., seconds to hours) following resection after which the organization recovers within days or weeks; or (2) brain changes may occur at the submillimeter level, and cannot be detected with fMRI measurements at the millimeter and centimeter scale. Future studies will test these alternatives and further uncover the different spatial and temporal scales of cortical resiliency following focal damage.

Confronting limitations in neuroimaging case studies
We acknowledge that our case has two main limitations. Before surgery, Patient S.P. had (1) chronic seizures, and (2) aspects of her individual face discrimination were below normal, but above chance. These two limitations raise the question whether Patient S.P.’s brain was impaired before surgery. To address these limitations, we compared her face network before surgery with healthy controls. Our data show that the presurgery localization, selectivity, and variability of her face network and, the IOG in particular, were not different from these control participants. Nonetheless, it is possible that our experimental manipulations and metrics were not sensitive enough and that more sensitive manipulations, such as fMRI adaptation (Grill-Spector and Malach, 2001; Schiltz et al., 2006; Fox et al., 2013), may have identified subtle changes in her face network. An alternative possibility is that her behavioral impairment is due to brain changes outside the “core” face network as has been observed in developmental/congenital prosopagnosics (Behrmann et al., 2007; Avidan and Behrmann, 2009; Garrido et al., 2009). Critically, we prioritized test-retest reliability across sessions before surgery rather than conducting additional measurements to establish a between-session baseline relative to which we could determine the effects of surgery on cortical responses.

Despite these limitations, we believe that our case provides important causal evidence for a multiple route face network with nonhierarchical components. As there is only one other documented case with pre-resection and post-resection neuroimaging measurements (Gaillard et al., 2006), the present gold standard of causal tests in the field is neuropsychological case studies of patients with long-term brain damage. While these cases provide invaluable insights into the causal effects of cortical damage to perception, there are also limitations to these studies. For example, the brain damage in tested patients is often large and nonspe-
cific and can encompass both hemispheres, the timescale from damage to measurement is long (on the order of years), and finally, each case only has a functional measurement after, but not before, damage has occurred. Because of these limitations, it is unknown exactly which aspects of the brain and behavior were typical before the damage (Marotta et al., 2001; Rossion et al., 2003; Schiltz et al., 2006; Stevens et al., 2006; Sorgerr et al., 2007; Rossion, 2008; Fox et al., 2011, 2013; Koenen et al., 2011; Yang et al., 2016). Nevertheless, despite the different approaches between the present case and these prior cases in patients with long-term brain damage, it is reassuring that the results converge toward consistent conclusions of a multiple route hierarchy of cortical face processing supporting face perception.

In conclusion, our unique data provide causal insight into the construction of functional networks in the human brain and provide empirical support for recent neurocognitive models proposing a multiple route cortical network with nonhierarchical components underlying face processing.
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